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COMMENTS AND IDEA EXCHANGE
JANE STRENCIWILK, CPA

TRY A POSTER CAMPAIGN!
Hitch your wagon to a star—the National
Office Star!
How often do you use the available publi
cations of the National Office of the American
Woman’s Society of Certified Public Account
ants?
Visual aid puts the punch in the message
that accountants carry to the public. The
printed publications are invaluable in stressing
the role of the accountant to the student.
Posters, prominently displayed in city high
schools, add dramatic impetus to our Merit
Award and Scholarship Program.
A 4 x 5 foot cardboard can start you on
your way to a visual world of Women Ac
countants. Use a commercial photo of the
student Award and Scholarship winners as a
focal point, and a “Girls—Only” banner line
followed by our organization name plus the
Award and Scholarship information. A map
of the United States showing Chapter loca
tions completes the material. The entire border
is composed of pamphlets such as “Consider
the Field of Accounting,” “Women’s Account
ing Societies,” “Which Way Young Lady?” and
so on down the list. The cover is shown on
some and others are opened to specific pages
of interest.
Why not try it?
Let this idea help your Chapter put their
stamp on your community.
Harriette Ann Hill
Indianapolis ASWA Chapter No. 1

appraisal of some of the completed tasks will
help to keep the upsets from becoming major
disasters.
Make yourself be a superb planner! Become
addicted to the whole business in the same
way as the second cup of morning coffee or
cashew nuts at a party. The idea is both a
demanding challenge and a wild, sweet prom
ise.
Who really wants additional time to do
more things? We all do for the supreme joy
of personal fulfillment. The budget of time
will trade clutter and burden for opportunities
unlimited. The elimination of confusion makes
time for relaxation, diversion and creative
pursuits.
Responsibility Accounting

(Continued from page 12)
vide management with information pertinent
to several dimensions of its operations.
Responsibility Reporting

The end products of any responsibility ac
counting system are the periodic responsibility
reports. They are the medium through which
budgets and the accumulated data are used
in the control process. Responsibility reports
are current performance reports, which furnish
information in regard to degrees of efficiencies
by areas of responsibility.
This new powerful control device, in con
trast to the conventional systems, reports not
only what happened by accounts, but also
what happened according to functional respon
sibilities of individuals.
Such reports are furnished not only to top
management, but also to all lower levels of
management. By measuring the variances be
tween actual and budgeted performances, they
disclose inefficiencies and pinpoint trouble
areas.
To be most efficient any responsibility re
porting system should be based on the so called
“Pyramid Reporting” or “Telescoping”4 prin
ciple. This means that each responsibility unit
receives its own control report, and that the
lowest level detail reports are issued first. Only
their totals, then, are carried to the next higher
reporting level, with the net result that the
higher the responsibility level, the more con
densed the reporting becomes.
As already stated the control reports at any
level include only those items which are con-

BUDGET YOUR TIME TO DO THINGS
What better way to get more hours each
day then to budget your time? Make a list
of projects crying for attention. This will give
you a good idea of what has been done, what
is yet to be done and will help to clear the
decks of nebulous burdens.
Anyone can be a planner—not always a
gifted, compulsive one but certainly a method
ical one! The plan is simple, so simple it is
often regarded as nothing much.
The plan is this: Make a list of things that
really should be taken care of. Include daily
demands and chores plus part of the back
log of projects which have been accumulating
for months. Then rearrange the list so that
projects fall into an intelligent work pattern.
Take care of as many chores as possible. It
will be impossible to stick to this exactly. Any
number of upsets will cause deviations. But
the existence of a schedule and the immediate
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